KAM 2.0: Elevating Key Account Management beyond country limits

As the landscape of healthcare stakeholders and influencers becomes more complex and multifaceted, so the need for managing key accounts grows. Pharma companies are trying to reach different stakeholders with different priorities, often in different locations. Key Account Management (KAM) is a way of consolidating this fragmentation, focusing on key institutions – whether these are hospital groups, pharmacy chains or even large public and private payers – and for those pharma companies doing it well, it is producing measurable business benefits.

What about those institutions that cross national borders?
Recent years have seen the formation of ever-larger providers – super accounts – that do exactly this. We have seen the rise of multi-country hospital chains, such as Australian company Ramsay Healthcare, which also provides private healthcare in the UK, France, Indonesia and Malaysia. The Fresenius Helios hospital group, based in Germany, recently acquired the Spanish hospital group Grupo Hospitalario Quirónsalud to become the largest hospital group in Europe. Similarly, there are major pharmacy chains expanding their businesses across markets, such as Walgreens Boots Alliance, which operates the largest global pharmaceutical wholesale and distribution network delivering to more than 230,000 pharmacies, hospitals and other customers in more than 20 countries. We are also seeing a rise in payer influence and control, often across multiple markets.

So, how does a Key Account Manager (KAM) in one market approach this kind of super account? In an ideal world, pharma companies want their KAMs to act in a strategic role – to explore new opportunities, to uncover unmet needs and provide solutions, to build relationships and establish partnerships. But KAMs tend to operate on a local or at best regional or national level, and a KAM in one market can operate in a completely different way from a KAM in another market. There is a lack of aligned ‘vision’ within organisations around exactly what they want to be for these super accounts and insufficient coordination, so opportunities are being missed.

“We struggled to coordinate global and national interactions with a global pharmacy chain, not allowing us to maximise potential and minimise the risk,” said one pharmaceutical executive from a major pharmaceutical company. “Our global account team had interactions but did not generate insights on global strategies that would have helped our national account team to be well prepared and highly competitive.”

Going forward, pharmaceutical companies have to create new processes for dealing with globalising accounts and position themselves as long-term partners by delivering value, thereby helping their customers to achieve their goals while driving sustainable growth and profitability.

What do companies need to change?
Succeeding in KAM transformation requires an external account-centric focus. Companies need to fully engage with a particular account, find out what is most important to them and align on common objectives.

‘The largest hurdle to KAM excellence is probably change management driving true customer-centricity’

However, as reported previously, the largest hurdle to KAM excellence is probably change management driving true customer-centricity. Most pharmaceutical companies have focused their KAM programmes on product promotion through their internal customer-facing teams. Very few have transformed their business models towards long-term key account partnerships that truly engage cross-functional teams working closely together to deliver on specific account needs.

To quote one pharmaceutical executive: “We tried Key Account Management with our largest national hospital procurement organisation, but failed since we were simply not prepared enough to engage on what was critically important to them, rather we focused only on what was important to us.”

It is a mindset shift that doesn’t always come easily. Leaders who have come through the ranks of pharma organisations with the traditional sales models can find it hard to let go of what has worked in the past. It requires a relinquishing of power from the centre, to trust and empower those with the account expertise to make strategic decisions. Cross-functional buy-in is essential – KAMs should tap into medical, marketing and market access, as well as sales – but again this is a mindset and process shift for teams used to working in silos.

KAMs of super accounts should act almost as mini CEOs of those accounts; empowered and able to create quick wins directly with their specific key accounts by putting theoretical KAM concepts into practice immediately.

Lighthouse accounts show the way ahead
So, which KAM change programme should you implement?
Pharmaceutical companies have applied different KAM change programmes, such as traditional KAM excellence programmes, training programmes for KAMs and joint account KPIs programmes.

After a decade and more of experience with pharmaceutical KAM projects, we have developed a framework to segment the various KAM Change Programmes along two key dimensions (see KAM Change Programmes figure) – programme focus (internal and/or key account) and business focus (transactional and tactical or value (weighted and strategic).

When starting a KAM project today with our pharmaceutical clients, we first discuss their key objectives before tailoring the project approach and methodology to their needs, building on our successful experience across the full spectrum of KAM Change Programmes. The cross-border super accounts qualify best for the Lighthouse Accounts Boost Programme category in the top right.

What is a ‘Lighthouse Accounts Boost Programme’?
It focuses on creating quick wins with a few selected large key accounts through value-oriented partnerships. This particular KAM Change Programme was designed to mobilise individual account teams and validate what was required to win with their specific account before scaling the programme further based on the initial insights.

We recently worked on a programme with a global top 15 pharmaceutical company with a vast product portfolio and an imminent, crucial product...
launch. Importantly, there was a desire from the leadership to introduce disruptive change in its go-to-market approach. However, there was no clear direction on how to do this for KAM.

We focused first on only one key ‘super account’ in four different countries. The major emphasis initially was on servicing the specific account needs, requiring significant preparation, research on account goals and challenges and potential collaboration solutions, and aligning cross-functional teams.

A kick-off meeting with senior executives on the account was conducted with the participation of an experienced executive KAM and/or senior executive from the global team. Relatively easy wins – such as supply chain optimisation and elderly population management with digital solutions – were agreed at this first meeting and followed through systematically within the company, which also led to follow-up senior account executive meetings.

Importantly, there was a huge change in mindset and overcoming internal preconceptions such as ‘accounts only want to talk about price’, ‘they only see us as a supplier’ and ‘there are no new opportunities for growth’. With a major transformation effort, the company overcame the internal presumptions and processes that could have held it back previously.

With the relationship and goodwill established, and clear tangible outcomes after the initial meeting, the longer-term outcomes were significant – the company’s new product was listed at launch at a premium price, and year-on-year incremental account sales grew 10-15% overall.

After the success of the first Lighthouse accounts, momentum grew, with country general managers and KAMs embarking proactively on the next wave of key accounts, demonstrating a positive impact on capability development.

**Act while the opportunity is there**

The consolidation of influence to several key ‘super accounts’ is likely to continue, with large healthcare institutions employing thousands of employees across many countries.

Their true partnerships will be forged with companies able to help them in their ambitious journey. Pharmaceutical companies that enter into discussions with the needs of the institution as their first priority, and a willingness to change internal preconceptions and processes to accommodate this, will fare better.

Indeed, the companies that move first can establish lasting relationships now and help to co-create a mutually beneficial future together. These first movers will learn more and more about their key accounts’ needs, making it difficult for other transactional product-focused pharma companies to compete successfully.

Ultimately, account-centricity will enable these first movers to spot transformative value opportunities because they are able to overcome external and internal cynicism and build a meaningful relationship based on mutual trust.
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